ASTRO is the line of internal stations that
represents the answer to the most recent
transversal requests for building communication.
Compact in size, Astro is characterized by an essential and fresh look
that adapts to, indeed can enhance,
any furniture both in the intercom and
video intercom versions. The design
is particularly refined with the aim of
offering maximum ease of use: large
keys, ergonomic handset, luminous
signals, simple and intuitive icons.

The particular care in the materials
chosen proposes new satin finishes
that restore sensations of elegance
and modernity, both to the eye and to
the touch.
The offer consists of three items:
→ the AT962 intercom with handset
→ the AT9262 video intercom with
handset 4.3 “screen, and the
→ the AT972 handsfree intercom.
Astro communicates with all Farfisa
door stations in DUO System installations and goes particularly well with
the line of Alba door stations. Flush
mounting, it supports the programming mode via Bluetooth for all functions.

With Astro today
you can look
forward.

AT962

Dim: mm 180 x 92 x 43
White intercom for Duo System. Equipped with 4 buttons
(one of which door opener), all with double function. Some of
the technical features: office and alarm functions included as
standard, bell exclusion, 2 signaling LEDs, 4 ringtones available, Flush mounting and programming via Bluetooth.

AT9262

Dim: mm 180 x 202 x 43
White videointercom for Duo System. Equipped with 4.3”
LCD screen, 4 buttons (one of which is door opener and one
for auto switch-on), 2 of which have double function. Some
of the technical features: bell exclusion, 2 signaling LEDs, 4
available ringtones. Flush mounting and programming via
Bluetooth.

AT972

Dim: mm 125 x 92 x 28
White intercom, hand-free version, for Duo System. Equipped with 4 buttons (one of which door opener, another one
for answer/conversation activation and the others with double function). Some of the tecnical features: bell exclusion,
2 signalling LED’s, 4 available ringtones, automatic answer
function. Flush mounting and programming via Bluetooth.

Beyond Design by Alessandro Andreucci

Farfisa design
Farfisa Design is the substance of our brand, it is the answer we build by balancing the
requirements, needs and culture of our customers, aware that every person, in every occasion and condition, must have guaranteed:
→ functions and comfort accessible to all
→ harmonious and evident beauty
→ security and solidity of solutions

Marche

Worldwide solutions
Farfisa is past, present and future of communication
A project grown up in the most authentic Made in Italy that for
more than 50 years has guaranteed advanced video door entry
solutions in more than 60 countries around the world.

A brand that puts at the heart of its identity and technological offer the
importance of the person, the human and professional relationships
with which every day it values the territory and the environment.

Farfisa. #strongertogether

